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RE-ENVISIONING CTE: COMMUNITY MEETING 
SUMMARY OF FEEDBACK 

January 18, 2018 

What did participants have to say?   
The following is a summary of key insights from participants at the Community Meeting held on January 18, 2018.    
 

Facilitator Question: Expanding on what we have learned from the data (briefing on the Community Needs Assessment 
Report), tell us more about…  

1) What struck you from the data? What were the key takeaways?   
2) Insights/perspective related to CTE in general? 
3) Do you have any outstanding questions?  Is there anything we need to do more work around as we go deeper in 

this process?  

COMMUNITY INPUT 

Key Takeaways/Observations from the Data – What struck you? 

• Student Respondents/Participation in CTE: Over half student respondents who took survey (59.6%) have not 
taken CTE courses. 

• Career Interests (Parents/Students/Staff): Surprised that STEM had such high response, especially among 
parents - STEM is such a broad category and means different things to different people.  

• Critical Skills (Employers):  It is evident that employers are most interested in soft skills; not surprised at survey 
results based on employers we are speaking to and working with. 

• Geographies of Interest: Students may be interested in living outside of Alaska, but the reality is, most of them 
come back to work in Alaska ultimately.   

• Educational Requirements: Students perception of degrees required vs. the reality that employers are not 
requiring high level degrees for most entry level jobs. 

Insights/Perspective related to Career Tech Education  

• Perception, Value and Promotion of CTE - There is a real need for promoting CTE in our schools, especially high 
school. Trends are shifting toward skills and training our kids to be not only ready for college, but also thinking 
about their future careers/employability.  

• Future is in Apprenticeships!  The apprenticeship approach is a great way to introduce kids to potential career 
paths, early on.  Paid internships help students determine if this is really a path of interest while earning money 
at the same time; and gain valuable work experience transferable to whatever they chose to do. 

• Apprenticeship Programs are having impact -  We are seeing true results/impact of the kids coming out of 
apprenticeship programs with real, valuable skills that is furthering our work force.   

• The Value of Work Experience -  At the end of the day, work experience is valued beyond educational 
qualifications for most entry level jobs. This is the beauty of apprenticeship program; you graduate with more 
than just a degree.  It’s a balance of these two things (degree and experience). 

• You can have a Trade, get a job, and continue to further your education … I’m always telling apprentices that 
“you don’t have to stop here; you can work and still gain a further education at the same time” (ex: there are a 
lot of scholarship opportunities through the unions, etc.).  Important to encourage kids that they can gain 
skills/trades to gain employment and that further education is still an option. 

• CTE as a way to further reach and engage students, we need to make the connection - The biggest tragedy I 
see, is kids not reaching their potential.  There are so many bright kids that are not making connection points to 
potential trades/skills that interest them.  Hands-on learning is such a powerful way to engage students.  How 
we can further make it easy/interesting to get into the technical trades and facilitate the connection points? 
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• Need for Vocational Trades and Skilled Employees - There is a need for vocational trades and a lot of 
employment opportunity; high paying jobs.  Important that our students graduate with skills to be gainfully 
employed.  The Construction industry tends to hire out of state because we don’t have skills/experience to fill 
the jobs.  This is shifting as we focus more on CTE and skills-based learning in AK schools. 

• Shifting the Stigmatization of the Trades; Promoting the Value of CTE - Trade degrees are focused on soft 
skills/applicable and professional skills.  As a culture, we need to get away from the stigma that a trade degree is 
for the “underachieving kids” - they truly prepare kids for life with professional skills so valuable to their next 
steps – career or college (both). 

• Employers value work experience and practical skills that are not typically “taught in the classroom” - 
Employers value those skills that school does not typically teach - learning how to work while you are in school.  
The key to it all is to keep these two in perspective.  Gaining work experience and instilling the relevant soft skills 
into our kids.  Successful programs are run like jobs. 

• Revamping programs to turn out students that employers want –  Students need to graduate with the soft 
skills required by employers, in addition to the traditional learning.  Let’s revamp programs to turn out the 
students that employers want. 

• Creating more options for our kids - There is opportunity to re-structure learning so that kids are able to make 
space in their schedules for skills-based and trade related electives.  

Outstanding Questions/More Info 

• Student Demographics: Who are the students participating in CTE?  Would like to see more information about 
the students taking CTE courses.  Are there different interests based on ethnicity?  Do cultural impacts have 
impact on where student’s interests lie? 

• Student Perception of Skill Requirements:  It would have been interesting to see what students were expecting 
employers to require vs. only what employers are looking for.  There is likely a difference here – maybe kids are 
not even thinking about these things. 

• Geographies of Interest/Other States:  Areas of interest and % of students who want to stay in state or out of 
state – I’d be curious as to how this compares to other states. 

 


